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BLAST ROOM

As more and more stringent environmental policies adopted by various agencies a need for an Environment friendly blasting 
is a must. In order to have a good manual blasting operation a neat and clean blast room is required. CLEANBLAST with its 
years of experience in design and installation of various Blast Rooms in India and Middle East is a trusted partner for your 
return on investment. 

Advantages of Blast Room 
• Clean environment around the facility
• Low production cost of blasting was the abrasive are recycled inside the room
• Meeting all the local EHS requirements
• Proper visibility so that the blaster can get high productivity
• Good ventilation inside the room
• Most versatile for all intricate shape and sizes of components
CLEANBLAST has got the expertise to customize the blast room as per the customer requirements

A Blast room consist of following accessories 
1. Enclosure Room or Booth

• Can be either of sheet metal , sandwich panel or masonry construction
2. Inlet Air Louvers
3. Dust Extraction System
4. Abrasive recycling System
5. Shot Blast Quality Rubber Lining
6. Blast Proof Light
7. Control Panel

Following factors determines the specification of a standard blast room. 
• Size of the job to be blasted
• Production Rate and No of blasters in the room
• Type of abrasive used and
• Type of recycling system to be adopted
• Work piece material handling requirement
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Construction of the Blast Room 

Typical enclosure of a blast room will be made out of m. s. 
folded and bolted panels or PU form sandwich panels duly 
supported with formed structural members. Booth will have 
option of semi-automatic or full automatic recovery system 
fitted.  The internal walls of a blasting booth are protected by 
abrasion resistant rubber sheets. Proper illumination using 
blast proof LED lighting are necessary for a higher productivity. 

‘Man Door will be provided on the sidewall of the booth. Air 
inlet louvers and exhaust hoods are provided on the front and 
rear wall of the booth respectively for ventilation and dust 
extraction. 

The jobs can be handled in and out of the blast room manually, 
by fork lift or in trolleys.  

Generally, Steel Grit and Garnet are widely used as preferable 
abrasive in a blast booth. 

Operation of the Plant

After placing the job in the blast room the operator should 
enter the blasting Booth, through the ‘Man Door’, fully 
protected with operator’s gear. The dust collector, grit 
recovery system and the lights put ‘ON’. The operator should 
connect the air supply to air regulating valve fitted at 
operator’s waist belt. Open this valve for breathing air supply 
to the helmet.

The operator should operate the remote control provided on 
blast hose directing the blast nozzle on the job. The abrasive 
gushing out of blast nozzle would clean the job. The operator 
should observe and clean the complete job. Put another job for 
blasting and repeat the process.

During blasting operation, the abrasive falls on the floor and 
should be collected sieved, air washed and segregated and 
then feed to the blast hopper/storage cum feed hopper for 
re-circulation. 
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ABRASIVE RECOVERY AND RECYCLING SYSTEM 

Recycling system is provided to reclaim the useful abrasive               
from the spent abrasive. The spent abrasive is mixture of broken 
abrasive, dust, useful abrasive and other contaminants.                     
The proportion of useful abrasive reclaimed depends on the initial 
size and type of abrasive used. In case of steel abrasive the 
brake-down rate is nominal, whereas expandable abrasive has 
very high rate of brake-down.

Abrasive Recovery system:     

A Automatic Abrasive Recovery System is provided for recovery of 
spent abrasive. It consists of the following items. The system 
recovers the spent abrasive and stores the same in the storage 
hopper for re-circulation.

The spent abrasive is reclaimed through following devices:- 

a)   Feed Hoppers

Steel sheet collection hoppers are provided at floor level above cross screw conveyor. The cross screw conveyor is running 
below the collection hoppers. Manually swept and collected abrasive is directed in the feed hopper. The abrasive from the 
feed hopper is transferred by gravity to screw conveyor running below the blast room floor. In case of full recovery system 
the cross conveyor receives the spent abrasive from the longitudinal screw conveyors
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b)  Conveyor

This conveyor is provided below the collection hopper. The abrasive from the blast 
room floor is manually swiped & transferred to the collection hopper. The collection 
hopper is delivering the abrasive to the conveyor below it for transferring it to bucket 
elevator bottom boot for further transfer.

c)  Bucket Elevator

Centrifugal discharge type bucket elevator scoops the abrasive from the bottom boot 
and discharges the same to a three deck vibrating screen separator. The steel sheet 
enclosure houses the boot and head drum pulleys. The drum pulley shafts are mounted 
on adequately sized sealed bearings ensuring free rotation. A take-up arrangement is 
provided on the head pulley to facilitate proper tensioning of elevator belt. 

A shaft mounted geared motor is employed to drive the bucket elevator. One suction 
hose is also provided on the bucket elevator to take away air borne dust in the bucket 
elevator enclosure to the dust collector.

d)   Air wash separator

The fundamental design concept of the Separator operates in a wide variety of blast 
cleaning applications. The separator can be furnished in various sizes and capacities. 
Small units have gravity fed distribution and “overflow” feature. Medium and large 
capacity units for de-scaling applications may be equipped with distributing screws 
only. For foundry type applications with course scrap in the abrasive mixture the 
separator may be furnished with both scalping drum and distribution screw. The drum 
provides an additional screening for removal of scrap while its external screw gives 
total abrasive distribution along the separator lip. All separators have the exclusive 
“overflow” and re-circulation of abrasive mixture. 

The abrasive mixture curtain falling from the separator lip passes through the air wash 
zone. High velocity air passing through the curtain carries dust and sand particles into 
a collection hopper for discharge. The primary skimming plate is adjusted to divert to 
the collection hopper only that portion of sand or fines not containing good abrasive. 
The secondary skimmer plate may be adjusted to divert a small portion of the 
abrasive containing any leftover sand particles. The abrasive-sand mixture collected 
by the second skimmer plate is then re-circulated through the abrasive handling 
system.

The separator is having two skimming plates. The abrasive delivered by bucket 
elevator to the rotary screen gets collected behind a metering plate along the length. 
This allows the collection of abrasive along the full width of the plate and then fall in 
the form of a uniform curtain. Further the abrasive travels as explained above. In this 
process the air wash is taking at two places and abrasive grading and cleaning is 
achieved very effectively.  The fines, refuse and dust are separate and the useable 
broken abrasive is also re circulated, saving costly abrasive. 

A suction hose connected between air wash and dust collector carries the dust 
separated in the air wash section to the filter housing.
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e) Sequential Control

The complete system is sequential for proper operation and 
safety purpose. The electrical control circuit is interlocked for the 
sequential operation of the recycling system. 

f) Storage Bin

One steel plate abrasive storage bin with adequate capacity 
receives clean abrasive from the vibrating screen.

g)  Abrasive Gate

Each pressure blast vessel is fed abrasive from storage bin through 
an abrasive control gate located close to the vessel.
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Dust collector plays a significant role in the efficiency of a blast cleaning plant. Good operating conditions for the operator 
in a blast chamber is essential and equally so is the dust removal and separation of abrasive in a blast plant.

DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM 
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Lot of dust is generated during blast cleaning process due to removal 
of the scaling, rust etc of the metal being cleaned and disintegration of 
the blasting media. This leads to air pollution as well as low visibility 
for the blaster. The air born dust also tends to settle on the cleaned 
surfaces defeating the process. A dust extractor is employed to extract 
the air born dust from the blast room. But only extraction of the dust 
from the room will still pollute the surrounding atmosphere hence it is 
necessary to arrest the extracted dust for safe disposal.

The dust collector takes care of all the aspects addressed above. Filter 
housing placed outside the blast room is connected through properly 
designed ducts, for trapping the extracted dust and exhaling 
reasonably clean air to the atmosphere. A centrifugal fan is employed 
to create slight negative pressure in the blast room and suction 
through the filter housing and ductwork. The blast room has provision 
for inlet air so that a cross or down draft is created in the blast room 
taking away the air born dust to the filter housing.

Cartridge filter type Dust Collector is provided to extract dust from           
the shot blasting and air wash separator system. It is fabricated out               
of 2/3 mm plates suitably reinforced. Cartridges of non-woven 
cellulose/polyester are provided to filter the dust laden air. Cartridges 
divide the dust collector into two zones:-

1. Dust laden or incoming zone, and

2. Clean air or exhaust zone.

Dust laden air is sucked from the blast system and conveyed to the 
dust collector system through various ducting at conveying speeds of 
2000 to 3800 ft/min. As the dust laden air enters in the dust collector, 
it expands due to increase in the cross section and is directed upward 
towards the filter. The combined effect of expansion and change in 
direction helps separation of larger particles of dust, which fall and get 
collected in the hopper provided below the dust collector. As the air 
passes through the filter, particles up to 10 microns size get filtered. 
The filtering, mainly due to the formation of thin layer of "Filtering 
Cake", which forms within few seconds and is primarily responsible for 
efficient filtration. The clean air passing through the filter is sucked by 
the exhaust blower and exhaled to the atmosphere. As the filtration 
takes place, the thickness of filtering cake keeps increasing. This 
increase in the thickness of the filtering cake offers higher and higher 
resistance to the airflow and reduces the effectiveness of the 
extraction system. It is, therefore, necessary to remove this cake, 
which is achieved by reverse pulse jet. 

Strong jet air at a pressure of 6  kg/cm2 is shot for a fraction of a 
second in the opposite direction of airflow through the This increase in 
the thickness of the filtering cake offers higher and higher resistance to 
the filters. This action is sequentially carried out through all these 
filters. This knocks off the layer of dust deposited on the filter area. 
The loose dust falls off and is collected in the hopper. The cyclic action 
continues to clean the filters, a couple of them at a time. A simple 
water manometer is provided to indicate pressure difference across 
the filter cartridge.
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DUST EXTRACTION HOOD

In order to ensure fairly uniform cross 
draft across the blast room 
particularly at the level of operation, 
extraction hood is essential. By 
providing small resistance across the 
perforated plate, the extraction is 
spread over larger area thus ensuring 
fairly uniform cross draft. The 
extraction hood is also expected to 
trap useful abrasive escaping to the 
dust collector. The extraction hoods 
are strategically located inside the 
blast room opposite fresh air supply 
louvers so that most of the air 
extracting the dust will blow across 
the operating area.

FRESH AIR SUPPLY LOUVERS

The function of the Fresh Air Supply Louvers is to allow 
outside air to enter the room for extracting the dust and 
getting exhausted after filtration. The fresh air supply 
louvers are expected to trap any abrasive trying to escape 
during blasting and admit only outside air.

The Exhaust hood and fresh air supply louvers are the 
most important features of the blast room ventilation 
system, which are ignored by many manufacturers.

INTERCONNECTING DUCTING

Rolled M.S. sheet 10/12 swg ducting with dampers 
elbows & expansion joints connect the various dust 
extraction points with filter bag chamber. The dust 
collector unit is generally placed just near or behind the 
shot blasting plant. The length of intermediate ducting 
will depend on the general layout and location of the 
Dust Collector and hence the same is not considered in 
our present scope of supply.
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SHOT BLAST QUALITY RUBBER LINING

For prevention of scoring of room enclosure walls, rubber sheets of low shore hardness are fixed in a loosely hung manner. 
Abrasive particle hitting the rubber sheets looses its energy rapidly and falls down with minimum breakage and less scoring 
in the rubber sheet. The rubber sheet fixing hardware includes specially formed 'Z' sections, and 'C' shaped flat. The 'Z' 
member is fixed to the wall through anchor bolts. Elongated punched holes in 'Z' section and 'C' channel make the fixing of 
the rubber sheet with nuts and bolts very convenient. The 'C' Channel provides uniform pressure along the width of the 
rubber sheet and reduces chances of tear at the punched holes. 

LIGHTING

The lighting arrangement provided would be such that it would provide the 
necessary level of luminance. We consider the effect of the blast rubber 
sheet and floor opening absorbing large quantity of light and assumed 
normal level of maintenance both from cleaning and replacement point of 
view. Adequate level of luminance is necessary for the blasters wearing 
helmets as well as for ensuring the quality of blasting and avoiding 
‘Reworking’. The lighting luminaries are protected by suitably placed 
polycarbonate sheets. This prevents breaking of toughened glass by stray 
abrasive directly hitting the glass.
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CONTROL PANEL

Totally enclosed sheet steel fabricated motor control center is provided with desk type design for front operation and access 
to interior from front hinged door. The panel is coated with anti-corrosive paint after pre-treatment and stowing enamel. 
The panel is complete with all internal wiring and connections and generally comprises:-

1. TPN fuse switch unit

2. Supply "ON" indicating lamps

3. Voltmeter with selector switch and back-up fuses

4. Ammeters for all motors above 15 HP

5. A set of 3 ½   bus bars

6. DOL starters for all motors with necessary back-up fuses.

7. Star delta starters for all motors from 10 HP onwards

8. Sequential locking system for abrasive conveying drives

9. Defeat sequence system for maintenance purpose

10. Various interlocking and safety system

11. Emergency stop push button.

Some of Blast room pictures for illustrative purpose only. 
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PAINT SPRAY BOOTH

The purpose of the spray booth is to arrest the over spray of paint mist, during painting operation to control the 
environmental pollution. During painting operation a flow of air current is passed through the working area so that the over 
spray mist is carried over to the filters.

Filter Elements

The air current is then passed through appropriate type of filter elements, thereby arresting the paint residue and 
reasonable clean air is disposed-off to the atmosphere. The air current is creating slight negative pressure in the working 
area, sufficient enough, to carry away only the over spray.

The filter elements are replaceable over a period after they are totally blocked with paint residue. Axial flow Fans are 
employed to generate negative pressure and air current in the painting area.
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CONSTRUCTION

Typical enclosure of a paint room will be made out of m. s. folded and bolted 
panels or PU form sandwich panels duly supported with formed structural 
members. 

Extraction chambers are constructed out of folded and bolted powder 
coated steel sheets duly reinforced to take the weight of the fan and the 
motor. The front of the extraction chambers will have Paper filters. The 
construction would be such that the filters can be replaced quickly and 
easily without special tools. 

INLET AIR FILTERS

The main doors of painting room would be swing type. For providing dust 
free atmosphere inside the room we recommend the use of fresh air filters, 
which can be removed, cleaned and reused. This would require little higher 
pressure extraction fan. The fresh air filter blocks the entry of dust into the 
room to the maximum extent. This increases the quality of the air and in 
turn the quality of painted surfaces. 

ILLUMINATION

Special lights are fitted on the paint booth to provide good illumination. 
Lights offered are flame proof and are located outside the booth. The fan 
motors offered are non-flame proof since they are located outside the 
painting area. The controls for the motor are also installed outside the room 
for cost saving. If required we can offer flameproof lights, motors, starters 
and switches. 
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CONTROL PANEL

Totally enclosed sheet steel fabricated motor control center is provided with desk type design for front operation and access 
to interior from front hinged door.

OPERATION

Before starting any painting operation, the extraction fan/s should be started. It is recommended that properly designed 
inlet air louvers be provided (with dust arrester filter elements, if possible) so that proper air current can be created. The 
system works at its own for arresting the over spray paint by virtue of air current.  It should be only seen that no filter 
element is torn or over clogged to ascertain desired performance. The extraction fan/s should be stopped after the painting 
is finished or stopped.
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CONTACT US

DUBAI

Clean Blast International  LLC
P.O.Box: 93716,
Dubai Investment Park 2,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

Tel: +971 4 8847 344
Fax: +971 4 8847 355
E-mail: sales@cleanblast.com

ABU DHABI

Clean Blast International 
P.O.Box: 129498,
Mussafah, Abu dhabi,
United Arab Emirates.

Tel: +971 2 5513 815
Fax: +971 2 5513 816
E-mail: abudhabi@cleanblast.com

QATAR

Clean Blast International 
P.O.Box: 55433,
Al Salwa Ind. Area,
Doha, Qatar.

Tel: +974 4 4697 562
Fax: +974 4 4696 801
E-mail: qatar@cleanblast.com

SAUDI ARABIA

Clean Blast International 
P.O.Box: 14293,
Dammam, 31424
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Tel: +966 55 9085 499
E-mail: saudi@cleanblast.com

KUWAIT

Clean Blast International 
Ahamadi, 
State of Kuwait.

Tel: +965 9 9573 676
E-mail: kuwait@cleanblast.com

INDIA

Clean Blast Equipment India Pvt. Ltd.
Chiramel Building, Ravipuram,
Cochin, India.

Tel: +91 484 2356 660
Fax: +91 484 2356 661
E-mail: india@cleanblast.com

MALAYSIA

Clean Blast malaysia Sdn Bhd
Etiqa Twins, 50450, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Tel: +603 2 1817 223
Fax: +603 2 1817 523
Email: malaysia@cleanblast.com
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